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Burkhard: The Imeschs from the Upper Valais

THE IMESCHS FROM THE UPPER VALAIS GLIMPSES OF A SWISS AND NORTH-AMERICAN
FAMILY
by Marianne Burkhard
1. Introduction
The Valais is the third-largest canton of Switzerland covering 2016
square miles of which only 1107 are productive. It is also a world of its
own: it received its name "the valley" from the 100 mile long valley of the
Rhone River which has its source above the small town of Gletsch below the
highest point of the Furka pass. This main valley is flanked on the north and
south side by many of the highest peaks of the Swiss Alps. The northern
side toward the Canton of Bern is forbiddingly steep, and the Lotschental
and the valley leading to the Leukerbad are the only valleys which branch
off on this side while many long and deep valleys branch off on the southern
side, e.g. the Mattertal with Zermatt, the Saastal with Saas Fee, the Val
d' Anniviers, the Val d'Herense, the Val de Bagnes, the Val d'Entremonts
leading to the Grand Saint-Bernard Pass. Because of these formidable
mountain ranges, the only open access to the canton is at its westernmost
point toward the Lake of Geneva, and even there one has to pass through a
narrow gate at Saint-Maurice to enter the main part of the Valais. All the
other routes to the canton must cross mountain passes: the Furka and
Grimsel from the east, the Nufenen, Simplon, Grand Saint-Bernard and Col
de Forclaz from the south, and the only access from the north are from Aigle
over the Col des Mosses and the Col du Pillon and through the Lotschberg
tunnel and the Lotschental.
The canton is often described as a world of extremes with the highest
mountains and the remotest valleys of Switzerland while still being an
international thoroughfare, with a polar climate in the high elevations and a
fertile, almost Mediterranean plain that is filled with orchards, tomato
plantations and vast vineyards that fill the slopes on the northern side. The
canton is bilingual: Until the late 19th century the larger part, from Sitten
eastwards, spoke German; today French is the main language up the
Pfynwald east of Siders, and Sitten, the canton's capital, has become Sion,
Siders Sierre. The cantonal coat of arms has 13 stars: 4 white on red ground,
4 red on white ground, and in the middle 5 which are half red and white.
The Valais was one of the last cantons to join the Swiss Confederation,
yet according to one author has a deep tradition of independence reaching
back to its Celtic past that resulted in an "autarchy of the Valaisan valleys"
43
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(Arlettaz as quoted in Chapman ..). In some places women had customary
property rights, daughters a claim to an equal share of the family assets, and
already in the 15th century the articles of the town of Naters made it illegal
to treat women different from men when partitioning an inheritance
(Chapman 12).
Farming in these steep valleys poses great challenges as does the short
growing season. Communal pasture lands and water rights were very
important to farmers who eked out a living in a subsistence farm economy.
A study of the canton's economic situation in the middle of the 19th century
(Anderegg 99) describes the situation: Until the 1850s the Valais remained
agrarian and had no part in the economic growth taking place elsewhere.
Thus, when the population grew, the farms were no longer able to produce
enough food. Though in the late 1860s the course of the Rhone River was
corrected creating a most fertile plain (Rhoneebene) and resulting in an
expansion of farm production, there was no corresponding expansion of
business or industrial activity in this part of the canton despite the fact that it
could be reached relatively easily by rail and roads.
Moreover, possibilities for social mobility were lacking, and any free
enterprises remained limited to farming. Small trade shops in the low lying
towns were usually not operated by locals, but by immigrants who, in the
Upper Valais, had come from as far as Tyrol, Baden and Wtirttemberg,
while peddlers from Italy sold those things which the farms could not
produce. The industrialization of the Valais around 1850 consisted of just a
few factories in the Lower Valais, i.e. a foundry in Ardon, a glass factory in
Monthey, a nail factory in St-Gingolph, a cloth factory in Martingny , and a
paper mill in Vouvry and Naters (near Brig, the only factory in the Upper
Valais). In this closed farm society, paid labor was seen as alien and as a
sign of poverty and dependence. Therefore, way into the 20th century the
Valais remained a canton which was "characterized by a forced
conservatism" because it lacked the political, material, mental and
educational prerequisites for innovative improvements of the people's
precarious economic conditions (Anderegg 100).
Emigration from the Valais to other continents began in the 1850s. First,
Valaisans went mainly to South America, but in the later 19th century North
America became a more frequent destination. Jane Adele Chapman's article
on Valaisan immigration to the United States lists emigrants coming mostly
from the French speaking part and the same is true of her "Profiles of
Immigration."
The story of the Imesch family from the Upper Valais - they lived in
towns between Visp and Fiesch - illustrates many of the characteristic
features of this canton. Amadeus Imesch (1834-1905) farmed, he also
worked as carpenter, bricklayer, glazier and mountain guide. His wife, Luise
Venetz, also worked as midwife. All this allowed the family to be
independent and to provide their ten children with a good education: four
https://scholarsarchive.byu.edu/sahs_review/vol42/iss1/3
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became teachers, two priests, three carpenters and one a farmer. It is
noteworthy that the oldest child, Katharina, became a teacher, but never
married; she helped her parents educate the younger siblings.
His son Isidor Imesch (1861-1923), a teacher, had twelve children, six
boys and six girls. Three of the boys - John, Dionys, and Leopold emigrated to North America, three girls joined religious orders, and one son
entered the Papal Guard. Dionys lmesch emigrated in the early 1930s after
having been employed in hotels as far away as St. Moritz in the Engadin.
There he met his wife Margrit who was from the Valais also. They married
and emigrated right after their wedding when they were both in their 30s,
perhaps a sign that young people from this part of Switzerland were not
financially able to marry earlier. Though Dionys Imesch had little formal
education, he made his way in the United States, and his three children
obtained a good education: Janet became a nurse, John a lawyer, and Joseph
a priest who subsequently became Bishop of Joliet in Illinois.
The biographical sketches of the Imeschs who remained in Switzerland
also illustrate that in the 20th century young people with a good education
had more professional possibilities. Ferdinand Imesch (1863-1928) had a
son, Emil (1899-1972) , who left teaching for work in the Cantonal Bank,
and his two sons became a dentist and a professional military officer.
Leopold Imesch (1875-1936) began as a teacher, but then rose to the rank of
colonel in the army and began a wine business in Siders/Sierre, which his
son Henri continued, while two other sons, Paul and Leo/Leon, became
Augustinian monks in Saint- Maurice. This shows that the family became
more professional and that some family members moved down-stream and
became more French-speaking .
The family history of the Imeschs as presented in these documents also
illustrates what one author calls the "enormous vitality" of the people who
had settled in the Upper Valais (Alleman, 504). Though they lived on small
farms in a country that was rough and rather inimical to the normal desire of
parents to help their children find a good livelihood, they worked hard,
greatly appreciated education and the profession of teaching, and evidently
provided their children with good values and a clear sense of purpose.
Marianne Burkhard OSB
Sources:
Alleman, Fritz Rene. "WALLIS: Ein Bergland im Umbruch." In 25 Mal
die Schweiz (Munich: 1965) 498-523.
Anderegg, Kalus. "Abgrenzung und Anpassung in der Oberwalliser
Kolonie San Jeronimo Norte in der argentinischen Pampa." In ltinera: Der
Weg in die Fremde -Le chemin d'expatriation. Fasc. 11 (1992) 99-101.
Chapman, Jane Adele. "Nineteenth Century Swiss Valaisan Emigration
to the USA." Swiss-American Historical Society Review 29:1 (1993) 8-26
(with an extensive bibliography).
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2. Joseph Leopold Imesch, Bishop of Joliet, IL
Dionys Imesch (1894-1968), the father of Bishop Joseph Leopold
Imesch, was one of 12 children of Isidor Irnesch (1861-1923) and Marie
Eyer from Termen whom he married in 1891. They lived in Termen and had
12 children, six boys and six girls. Three of the boys emigrated: Johann
(1893-1940), Dionys and Leopold (1899-1964). Johann emigrated to Detroit
where he worked in a dairy and later went to Canada, Dionys joined him in
Detroit in 1927, yet Johann died soon after his arrival; he was not married.
Leopold emigrated to Canada, married there, and his four children - Arthur,
Robert, Sylvia (deceased), and Margaret - still live in Canada.
Dionys had attended a horticultural school; he also worked in hotels and
in the wine business of his uncle Leopold in Siders, possibly in the spring
and fall (Zwischensaison) when hotels in the mountains were closed. For
some years Dionys worked in a hotel in St. Moritz, in the Engadin, which is
a long way from the Valais. He was a shoe cleaner, probably did garden
work in the summer as well as other things. While working in St. Moritz he
met Margrit Margelisch (1890-1970) from Betten, a village not far from
Termen, who was a chambermaid there. They married in November 1926
when they were 32 and 36 years old; they often said that this was "their last
chance to marry."
In May 1927, when Margrit was already pregnant with the twins, they
emigrated to the United States; they told their children that there was no
work for them in Switzerland.
Their first
impression on the other side of the Atlantic was
the following: After arriving in New York, they
went to eat in a restaurant and were very surprised
when the waiter put glasses of water on their
table. "What kind of country is this," they
wondered," where you get only water and no
wine?"
In Detroit Dionys first worked with his
brother Johann in a dairy; in October of 1927,
Margrit gave birth to twins, John and Janet. She
often joked that she had gotten free passage on the
boat for her two oldest children. Life was not easy
for them since they did not know English; Dionys
learned it first because he went to work every day
while Margrit had her hands full with the twins at
home. And in 1931 they had another son, Joseph
Leopold. There also were no other Germanspeaking people in their neighborhood, and they
had neither a phone nor a car. After working in
Margrit with twins
the dairy, Dionys found work with the WPA
fixing roads in the Detroit area.
https://scholarsarchive.byu.edu/sahs_review/vol42/iss1/3
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In 1938 he took a job as caretaker of an estate in Grosse Pointe Farms, a
wealthy suburb on the north side of Detroit. He had to take care of the
garden and the flowers, mow the lawn, and be the chauffeur for the family.
Joseph says that every Sunday afternoon at 5 p.m. he also had to walk the
dog; thus if they wanted to go somewhere on Sundays, they always had to
be home by 5 p.m. or leave so father could walk the dog.
The family's living quarters were above the garage. The children
attended St. Paul's Catholic School where Dominican Sisters from Adrian,
Michigan, taught. When Joseph's second grade class was asked to draw a
picture of their parents' house, Joseph drew the "lovely house" of his
father's employer. Soon afterward, the parents were at the school for some
function, and the sister, who was his teacher, showed them the nice picture.
Of course, then the truth came out, "and I cried and I cried. But the sister
just enfolded me in her habit and consoled me." The parents of his class
mates were mostly lawyers and doctors or other professionals. As a matter
of fact, Henry Ford II lived just two houses down from the Imesch's, and
once, when Joseph tried to build a snow man and was unable to roll the big
snow ball back toward the house, he was helped by Ford and his wife who
happened to pass by and observe him. When he was 9 years old, he began to
peddle newspapers, and the Ford's gave him a tip of $5.00 at Christmas
which to the boy at that time seemed like "a hundred dollars!"
In 1943 the family moved as his father had become the caretaker of the
grounds of Sacred Heart Academy in Grosse Pointe Farms. The Academy
was run by a French order, the Religious of the Sacred Heart, the
"Madames"; they had a boarding and a day school for girls. The Imesch
family shared a small house with another family who was employed there
and had six children. At first, John and Joseph had a makeshift bedroom in
the basement of the school, because there was only one bedroom available
which was given to Janet. Subsequently another room was added for the
Imesch boys. The Academy was right next to St. Paul's school, thus their
way to school was very short.
Dionys Imesch had three Swiss friends in Detroit, and the four of them
played Jass once a month smoking cigars and taking great pleasure in
putting down a good Trump/ card with audible satisfaction. One of the three
friends also was a houseman for a wealthy family, one was called Gotti
Hoffman (although he was not a godfather to the Imesch children), another
Konrad Zellweger and Hermann Denzler. Mother Margrit yodeled at home,
she would cook Chnopfli, Rosti and polenta, the last one Joseph did not care
for! And when the children had colds, she gave them some Forni's
Alpenkrauter Bitter to drink. She also worked two days per week as cleaning
and washer woman for wealthy families. Following the ancient Swiss
tradition, St. Nicholas would throw candy and fruit through a doorway into
the living room at Christmas, and at times the family would go to the Detroit
Schweizerhalle where they saw Swiss gymnasts doing their pyramids. Yet
the family did not socialize much; they did not have a car until the 1940s.
Published by BYU ScholarsArchive, 2006
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The Imesch family in Switzerland
was very devout. Three of Dionys'
sisters were religious: Therese had
joined the Ursulines in Brig as Sr.
Dionysia; Pauline had joined the
Baldegg sisters as Sr. Amadea, and
Rose the hospital sisters in Sitten as Sr.
Canisia. Two of his uncles were priests:
Johann and Dionys (1868-1947); the
latter taught at the Collegium in Brig,
was a historian and active in founding
the Geschichtsforschenden Verein des
Oberwallis [a society whose purpose it
was to research the history of the Upper
Valais]; he also was given the honorary
rank of a Papal Chamberlain with the
title of a Monsignor.
Joseph knew
about his aunts and uncles, and began
to think about becoming a priest
The Imesch Family of Detroit ,
already in second grade. Once his
Michigan
father worked at Sacred Heart
Academy; he served Mass every day at
6a.m.
While the twins attended the Catholic High School in town, Joseph
went to the high school at the seminary in Detroit. But he spent every
summer with his family and worked at Sacred Heart Academy cutting lawns
and chauffeuring the sisters to their doctors' appointments. His brother John
joined the Navy after graduating from high school in 1945 and later went to
law school. His sister Janet went to nursing school and became a nurse.
They both married in 1950; John and his wife had seven children, Janet and
husband four. Joseph said that he used to tell his brother John that, if the
latter didn't have a son, be would leave the seminary, but luckily John's first
three children were boys so the Imesch name would be carried on.
Joseph attended the college at Sacred Heart Seminary in Detroit
seminary, and in 1953 was sent to study at the North American College in
Rome. This allowed him to get to know his uncle Joseph Imesch (19001976) who was a captain in the Swiss Guard which he had joined in1924
and from which he retired in 1955. He was married to a Swiss woman, Elsi
Fischbacher from Leissigen (Bernese Oberland). When Joseph went to see
his uncle for the first time, he told the guard at the gate that he wanted to see
Joseph lmesch. The guard asked him his name, and when he was told
"Joseph Imesch," he replied, "no no, I want your name." He often visited his
uncle in Rome, went on some outings with him and his wife, and also
visited them later in Switzerland where Uncle Joseph worked for a while as
wine salesman for the Imesch winery; he also had a chalet on the Thunersee.
https://scholarsarchive.byu.edu/sahs_review/vol42/iss1/3
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During his time in Rome Joseph had opportunities to visit his relatives
during the summer. While his parents always spoke German at home, he did
not learn to speak it as a child though he understood everything. On his
summer visits he learned more German, and he still peppers his speech to
this day with a number of German expressions.
In December 1956 Joseph was ordained in Rome. This was a grand
occasion: his parents came from Detroit, and a large contingent of his Swiss
family came from the Valais. "My aunts were all in their Walliser Tracht"
[their traditional costumes of the region]. His cousin Leon Imesch, a son of
Leopold Imesch, who was an Augustinian priest in Saint-Maurice, was his
assistant at his first Mass at the American Church of Santa Susanna in
Rome; thus "everything was well prepared, and I did not have to be
nervous!"
Joseph returned to Detroit in 1957; he first was an associate pastor at St.
Charles parish in Detroit, and from 1959 to 1971 he was the secretary of
Archbishop, and then Cardinal John Dearden of Detroit (1959-1980) who
was also president of the United States Bishops Conference (1965-1970 ). In
this capacity Joseph was able to attend the second session of the Second
Vatican Council in Rome. During his years as secretary he helped out in
parishes on Sundays, but he said, "I always wanted to be a pastor." In 1971
he was appointed pastor of Our Lady of Sorrows in Farmington, Michigan, a
suburb of Detroit, but already in 1973 he was given additional
responsibilities as Auxiliary Bishop of Detroit while still remaining a pastor.
In 1977 he became responsible for the NW Vicariate of the Detroit
Archdiocese, and in 1979 he was named Bishop of the Diocese of Joliet in
Illinois where he is still serving.
Recorded from an interview in February 2005 by Marianne Burkhard OSB

3. Diverse Notes on Other Imesch Family Members
Origin of the name "Im Esch"
[The German word Esche denotes the ash tree; a hamlet called Esch
probably was near a grove of ash trees.]
The family name !MESCH derives from the small hamlet "Esch"
located in the municipality of Zeneggen (Visp county). The hamlet is first
mentioned at the end of the 13th century.
The family and the hamlet must not be confused with the family "Im
Eich" who were living in the hamlet Esch.
Published by BYU ScholarsArchive, 2006
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According to a census of 1798 the hamlet "Im Esch" had 6 residential
and 14 other buildings.
Prelate Dr. Dionys IMESCH, canon in Sitten (1868-1947), took the time
to collect all the informations related to the hamlet "Esch" and the name "Im
Esch" from the historical documents of the Cathedral Chapter in Valeria
and from the publications of the historian Jean Gremaud and the priest Josef
Schaller.
From the Archives of Valeria
1299 W. Im messe (im Esche) appears as a witness in Visp on the 15
Ides of June (May 18).
1304 Petrus, the son of the late Konrad Im Esche of Visp is mentioned
in a document dated 4 ldus Novembris (November 10).
1306 Cono Im Esche, whose wife is Salomea, his daughters Agnes and
Agatha, a brother Matthaeus, Walter, a son Johannes im Esche are
mentioned in a text dated October 31, 1306.
Publications of Jean Gremaud
In the publications of Jean Gremaud (1823-1897) which were printed in
the Documents relatifs ii l'Histoire du Valais and were [also] published in
the Memoires et documents 1875 vol. XXIX ff. (Cf. Societe d'Histoire de la
Suisse Romande) we find:
1322 On August 24 Peter EIHOLZ grants the right to a tithe to the
Deacon of Valeria on the mountain Sisiez (today called Sisetch) in the
marsh [or field] and in the "Esche" [probably the hamlet Esche] (Gremaud
n. 1146)
Coat of Arms of the Family IMESCH
In heraldry the coat of arms is read in the following manner:

"on a blue background, on a green Dreiberg [there seems to be no
English term for this; it denotes three round hills at the bottom of
the coat-of-arms], a golden high cross between two green ash trees;
in the chief [Schildhaupt] three golden six-pointed stars in a straight
line." With the ash trees it is a partially 'speaking' coat of arms.
We find the coat of arms on a stove in the house of Marie IMES CH, a
former teacher, in Zeneggen with the year 1771, and also in Morel on a
stove in the house of Ferdinand IMESCH, then on a stained glass window in
the city hall of Sitten for Emil IMESCH who was mayor.
The parental home of the IMESCH Family
The parental home of the three brothers Amadeus, Polykarp and Peter,
sons of Peter Josef (1761-1845) is the house in which the teacher Marie
IMESCH (1904-2003) lived until recently.
https://scholarsarchive.byu.edu/sahs_review/vol42/iss1/3
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On a stove on the lower floor we find the year 1771. The binne [perhaps
the beam under the roof where inscriptions are often found] on the upper
floor has the following letters:
1.H.S (Jesus horninum Salvator) MAR (Maria) IOS (JOSEF) I.LE
Jophann irn Esch
1.O.H. Johanna Heinen
C.I.F Christian, Josef, Franz (?)
Also on the binne we see the beautiful verse:
Great effort and industry I have used
until this house was completed.
Thus I pray that you pray for me to God,
you who will live here after my death.
A.M.I.E. (Perhaps Anna Maria IM ESCH)

1339
1365

On November 28 Johann von Embd grants the Deacon of Valeria
the right to a tithe [in the hamlet] IM ESCHE. (Gremaud n. 1788)
On August 1 Johann IM ESCH specifies to the chaplain of Visp
how much money he has to collect. (Archives Flavien de Torrente).

Johann, the son of the late Walther Im Esche (of the parish of Visp ),
recognizes the claim of Johannes Esper, administrator of Raron, and of
Franciscus in Platea, as collector of taxes and incomes), the collection of
due services.
1453

On November 3 Hans IM ESCH sells to the municipalities in Eggen
and in the Wickenried a yearly interest of 8 shilling for 4 pounds;
later he mortgages it with a half Masschnitt [perhaps Madschnitt =
Jucharte, a Swiss term for a piece of land; it was not possible to
find an English equivalent] irn Esch which borders at the bottom to
the path leading to the church. (Gremaud n. 3055)

Notes of Pastor Josef Schaller
1455
On January 7 Johannes IM ESCH and his daughter Elsa give a
receipt for 5 pounds to Peter, son of Hanslini Jans or Hosenden of
Wickenried.
1472
Jakob IM ESCH of St. Niklaus (valley) sells 4 Mannsmahl [cf.
above, probably the same as Masschnitt] pasture on the field in St.
Niklaus to Johann Egid IM ESCH [and] his brothers. (Archives
Valeria von Schroter T. N. 156, p. 84).
1473
On February 3 Hans IM ESCH, of the parish of Visp, is mentioned
in a document recorded in Visp. (Archives Valeria Min M. Steiger)
1506
Jakob im Esch is being questioned as a witness in St. Niklaus.
Published by BYU ScholarsArchive, 2006
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On February 6 Johannes Gattlen, a/k/a IM ESCH, is mentioned as
witness in a purchase contract (Archives Visperterminen nn. 23 and
24)
On May 21 Martin IM ESCH is mentioned in a legal agreement
(Text n. 2, Josef and Felix Abgottspon)
On October 9 Johann, son of Heinrich IM ESCH of Eggen, sells a
quarter of his sheep shed in Eisten.
On June 20 an agreement is made between Josef Cretta of Ayer und
the widow Ignatia IM ESCH and her children and Barbara for
building a water main made of stone.

Amadeus !MESCH (1834 -1905)
Biography by Uncle Dionys [Prelate Imesch]
Amadeus, born on April 3 1834 in Zeneggen, was the oldest son of
Peter Josef and Maria Zenhausern. Of his childhood we only know that he
probably learned the trade of tailor in Siders and that in the 1850s he
practiced this trade with his brother Peter in Morel. Then the two brothers
opened a little shop in the same village.
On April 20 1857 he married Luise Venetz of Morel and acquired the
lower part of the house which stood on the right bank of the village creek.
The couple had 13 children, three died early. He provided an excellent
education for all his children; two became priests, two boys and two girls
became teachers, three became carpenters and one became a farmer.
In 1855, still a bachelor, he bought the house of Luise Zumstein. This
house had been built by Michel Ambord in 1691 and was first a restaurant.
Father Amadeus was well-versed in various trades: [as] carpenter,
bricklayer, glazier and farmer. He knew how to take advantage of occasional
opportunities for earning money honestly. No work was too hard for him
when he had to earn money for his family. He even owned a lime kiln on the
alpine pasture of Tunetsch. Emil, the son of Ferdinand, remembered that he,
at the age of 5, walked with Amadeus up to the lime kiln. When industrial
manufacturing of lime began, the kiln was no longer used.
At age 30, Amadeus acquired the right to be counted as a citizen
[Burgerrecht]of Filet although he lived in Morel, and he paid sfr. 300.00 for
it on May 6, 1875; together with the other new citizen Biderbost he paid for
a drink and half a pound of cheese for all [citizens] above age 10; all
citizens under age 10 received a quarter pound of cheese, and all, young and
old, a pound of bread. 20 years later, on September 29, 1895, he was
received as citizen of Morel; for this he had to pay the high price of sfr.
1,800.00 and sfr. 200.00 for the omitted drink.
In the municipalities of Filet and Morel he held several offices, i.e. that
of judge in Filet from 1877-1879, and of land registry. In addition he was
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the head of the orphans' office [Waisenamt] from 1877 to 1892. He was also
one of the founders of the village band.
This biography would be incomplete without mentioning his activity as
a mountain guide which we want to describe in the following manner.
This activity made it possible for him to insure a sufficient income for
his large family. For long years he worked successfully as a mountain guide.
This is well documented in his two small guide books; the first contains 65
testimonies [from people he guided] dated 1867-1891, the second 47 dated
1883-1891. Although only the smaller part of these testimonies come from
climbs to the very high mountains, many have special importance because
of the personalities who wrote the testimonies. We will mention three
persons and give a short description of their significance in the world of
science.
We will start with the testimony of the well-known British physicist
John Tyndall (1820-1893) who is known for his theories about glaciers. He
says: "On August 25, 1869, I climbed the Aletschhorn with Amadeus
Imesch as my only companion. We reached the summit after 8 hours,
including some rest stops, and we returned to the hotel at five o'clock in the
afternoon. During this climb Imesch proved to be a strong, cautious, and
willing guide who had much expertise. In him I found both a congenial
companion and a trustworthy guide. Indeed, I have never spent a more
contented day than the one spent with him. The weather was wonderful.
Neither indisposition nor fatigue spoiled the joys of a mountain climb
which, in my memory, has no equal." (Tyndall, Hotel Belalp, August 1869)
With regard to a second admirer of Amadeus Imesch, Coodlidge
William Augustin Brevoort (1850-1926) we first want to quote the
information found in the Historisches Lexikon der Schweiz: "He was born
on August 28, 1850, in New York; between 1875 and 1898 he completed a
series of remarkable mountain climbs; he wrote numerous monographs
about the Alps. In 1893 he took up residence in Grindelwald where he died
in 1926." The Encyclopedie Larousse says that he made several hundred
mountain climbs in the high Alps among which there were at least ten first
ascents. This well-known alpinist and writer Coodlidge says the following
in Imesch's guide book : "Amadeus Imesch accompanied me on an
excursion to the middle Aletsch glacier and also onto the Eggishorn by way
of the Riederalp returning to Belalp by way of the great Aletsch glacier. For
both excursions I want to express to Mr. Imesch my full satisfaction."
(August 30, 1869)
The mountain guide received great praise from another famous person
as well. Waldemar Kaden, born in Germany, and since 1867 director and
professor at the German School in Nepal, author of numerous travel books,
visited our family in Morel on a trip through Switzerland in 1875. He
thanked father Amadeus for his guide work in the following way: "Amadeus
Imesch from Morel in the Upper Valais served as my guide for four weeks.
Together we did the grand tour around the Jungfrau and separated only
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today in Geneva. Imesch is not only an excellent and good guide and
companion in the mountains, but above all an excellent human being whose
loyalty and reliability deeply touched everyone, and especially all my
friends. His zeal and readiness to serve knew no limits ; in every situation be
knows bow to be helpful. Amadeus is the pearl of the Upper Valais and as
such I am happy to recommend him to all my compatriots." (Geneva ,
September 3, 1875, Professor Wald[emar] Kaden)
Luise Venetz (1837 - 1914)

Wife of Amadeus Imesch , midwife (this biography was written by her son
Dionys) .
In the many years of her difficult duty she has helped to bring more than
1000 children into this world. In the winter months she often had to endure
great strains and troubles when in bitter cold and high snow she had to go to
the distant villages of Bitsch, Ried, Greich, Goppisberg and Bister. On such
a trip in the 70s [probably the 1870s] she caught the black pox [Schwar ze
Blattern] which took her to the brink of the grave. She also proved to be a
very good advisor in cases of slight illnesses with which she was often
preoccupied. Together with her husband she saw to it that all her children
received a good religious education. Her saintly uncle, Fr. Peter Anton
Venetz, who was in the Capuchin monastery W esemlin in Luzern , sent her
many encouraging letters. [These letters are in the Archives of the
Monastery Wesemlin in Luzem.]
The first Mass which her sons Johann and Dionys celebrated on the
same day, October 5, 1890, in Morel, was a great joy for her.
The death of her dear husband (1905) tore a deep wound into her heart
as well as the death of her oldest daughter Katharina (1908) and her priest
son Joahnn (1911). From then on she was sickly for the last three years of
her life until God called her to himself on October 21, 1914.
In conclusion we want to quote the testimony of Dr. Ferdinand Mengis,
who was professor of obstetrics for midwives. On March 10, 1878, he
wrote : "Luise lmesch, wife of Amadeus, gained by her behavior as well as
by her diligence and her progress full satisfaction in the course for midwives
of 1868/69, and in her examination she earned great praise from the
examiners who had been appointed by the high government."
Katharina Imesch (1858 -1908)

Katharina, born on February 5, 1858, as the oldest child , attended in
1873 and 1874 the teachers' college which, at that time, was held only
during the summer months. Already during the winter of 1873/74 she taught
school in Visp, from 1874-1876 and 1877-179 in Greich, and in the winter
of 1876/77 in Bitsch and again from 1879 to 1900, a total of 21 years, and
taught for a total of 27 years.
https://scholarsarchive.byu.edu/sahs_review/vol42/iss1/3
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She was a deeply religious, exemplary teacher and was also very
concerned about her family; she was a great help for her parents not only
financially, but also with educating the many children. Unfortunately she
fell ill soon after the father's death (1905) and died on May 8, 1908) in the
hospital in Brig after serious surgery. She suffered from a stomach ailment.
(Written by Fr. F. Schmidt)

Isidor Imesch (1861 - 1923)
Isidor, the oldest son of the family , became a teacher in 1879 and taught
in Greich, Siders and Termen. Among his students was Victor Bieler, who
later became bishop of Sitten.
In 1891 he married Marie Eyer from Termen und moved to this village.
He was well-liked and had several offices in the municipality, he was on the
parish council and also Konsumverwalter (probably administrator of a
corporately owned grocery store). In 1919 he acquired the right to be a
citizen in Termen.
He had 12 children, six boys and six girls. Three boys emigrated to
America and Canada: Johann, Dionys and Leopold. Three girls became
religious: Therese (Sr. Dionys) was an Ursuline in Brig, Pauline (Sr.
Amadea) joined the teaching institute of Baldegg (Canton Luzern), and the
youngest Rose (Sr. Canisia) was a hospital sister in Sitten.
One of the sons who emigrated, Dionys, settled in Detroit shortly after
having married Margrit Mergelisch from Betten. After the birth of the twins
John and Janet, they had a third child, Joseph Leopold (*1931) who was
ordained a priest in Rome in 1956. As a young priest he was the chancellor
for Cardinal Dearden in Detroit, but then wanted to be a pastor. In 1973 he
was ordained as auxiliary bishop of Detroit, and after six years he was
appointed Bishop of Joliet (Illinois), a diocese of almost 500,000 Catholics.
Another son of Isidor, Josef (1900-1976), was a member of the Swiss
Guard in Rome. He began his career as a simple soldier on February l,
1924, was promoted to sergeant and eventually to captain. He was honored
five times with a medal for loyal service. He could not enjoy retirement for
long. He found his last resting place in the cemetery of Leissigen (Bernese
Oberland) next to his wife Elsa Fischbacher.

Ferdinand Imesch (1863 -1928)
Ferdinand, a carpenter by trade, leased the alpine meadows of the Seiler
family in Gletsch during the First World War. In the municipality of Morel
he was given several offices. He was on the town council from 1896 to
1906, and was president of the council for six of those years. In 1906 he was
elected as alternate county judge for the district of East Raron [the eastern
part of Raron] and held this office until this judicial district was abolished in
1920.
Published by BYU ScholarsArchive, 2006
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He had the family coat of arms chiseled into a stove in his house.
Emil (1899-1972), his oldest son, was first a teacher in his home town,
then taught at the German school in Sitten. He resigned from teaching in
order to work at the Cantonal Bank of the Valais. For long years he was the
main clerk of this institution. He rendered great service in the foundation of
the Social Security Benefits for the employees of the bank and of the
Canton. Eventually he was a member of the Board of Directors of the
Cantonal Bank. In 1957 he was elected to the city council of Sitten, and was
mayor from 1962 until his death in 1972. From 1965 to 1969 he was also a
member of the Grossrat [Cantonal legislature] for the county of Sitten. In
the military he was a captain and a quarter master.
His two sons, Ferdinand (Ferdy) and Hans Paul, born in 1928 and 1936,
work in Bern and Sitten. Ferdy was initially a Instructing Officer in the
Vennittlunstruppen [Communications troops. Instructing officers are among
the few professional military in Switzerland], then colonel in the General
Staff [highest staff officers since Switzerland has a general only in times of
war] and also director of the Swiss Association for Sport. His brother Hans
Paul is a dentist in Sitten.
Josef Imesch (1901-1983) worked in several trades, as carpenter,
farmer, hairdresser and cook. From 1925 to 1931 he was in the USA. From
1940 to 1956 he was a town councilor in Morel, for 2 years he was also
alternate judge and for 4 years, from 1952 to 1956, judge. He died in 1983, a
few months before his wife Edith, nee Salzmann, died. He has three sons:
Arnade is a sanitation engineer, Beat a medical doctor, and Peter an
insurance salesman in Morel.
Prelate Dr. Dionys Imesch (1868 - 1947)

[Prelate is a generic word for a priest of a rank just above pastor, probably
the same as Monsignor]
This appreciation was written by Dom Leon Imesch .
On May 23, 1868, Amadeus and Luise Imesch had their seventh child, a
son named Dionys. Like his brother Johann he attended the Gymnasium
[college preparatory school] in the Collegium in Brig, and studied for the
priesthood in the seminary of Sitten. He was ordained on September 28,
1890, by Bishop Adrien Jardinier; Johann had been ordained already on July
6. On October 5, both celebrated their first Mass in Morel. In the same year
Dionys began to study at the newly founded University in Fribourg where
he received his bachelor of theology in the following spring. After his return
he was appointed as rector of Morel for a few months [seems to be a school,
but it is not clear what kind], but before the year was out he became
professor of history and Greek at the Collegium in Brig where he taught for
13 years. On November 12, 1904, he was appointed pastor of Naters which
https://scholarsarchive.byu.edu/sahs_review/vol42/iss1/3
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had become almost a worker colony: this was the time when the Simplon
tunnel was being built. After 14 years of hard and zealous work there he was
appointed as a canon at the Cathedral of Sitten at the age of 49.
During his time as a teacher and archivist of the Cathedral Chapter [of
Canons] he published numerous articles about the history of the Canton.
Together with his brother Johann and with Rafael von Roten and Pastor
Fedinand Schmid, Dionys Imesch paved the way to found the
Geschichtsforschenden Verein des Oberwallis [Society for the Study of the
History of the Upper Valais]. At his 751hbirthday a Festschrift in his honor
was published which includes a list of all his publications. At the same time
he was named Honorary President of the society. From 1900 until 1945 he
had been its president. He received a similar honor already in 1921 when he
was awarded an honorary doctoral degree from the University of Fribourg.
He bequeathed all his published and edited studies as well as all the
historical books [he owned] to the above-mentioned society in the Upper
Valais. In recognition of his merits his portrait was hung in the Collegium in
Brig. Since he had also written the history of the Ganter valley, a bronze
plaque was erected on the road near Schallberg as a sign of the people's
gratitude. The titles of all his publications were published in the 1943 issue
of the Blatter aus der Walliser Geschichte [Studies in the History of the
Valais].
For the circle of his family he wrote a biography of his great-uncle Peter
Anton Venetz (1806-1888) who led a saintly life in the monastery of
Wesemlin in Lucero . The many letters written by Father Peter Anton to his
niece Luise, are now in the archives of this monastery.
In 1940 Dionys Imesch was named a Papal Chamberlain with the title
of a Monsignor. In the same year he celebrated his Golden Jubilee in the
chapel of Hohenfliie, surrounded by his two priest nephews, Paul and Leo.
At this occasion he encouraged all his relatives to have a deep respect for
the spirit of the family and to cultivate it carefully . After 1945 a heart
ailment began to consume his energies.
On April 11, 1947, God called his faithful servant home. He found his
last resting place in the old city cemetery of Sitten. According to the local
newspaper almost 200 priests attended his funeral and accompanied his
casket to the cemetery.
Leopold Imesch (1875 - 1936)

Like his oldest brother, Isidor Leopold became a teacher and taught in
Morel, and then in Siders where he took up permanent residence after
marrying Marie-Antoinette de Chastonay. He resigned from teaching and
founded a wine store which did very well under his management.
In Leopold's family there were 9 children . The oldest, Jeanne, died of
serious burns on September 22, 1906. After her there were four girls and
four
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In the military service Leopold reached the rank of colonel. He was the
commander of the Upper Valais Battalion 89 from 1912 until 1918, that is
during the entire WWI. His military unit contained six companies.
Eventually he was the commander of the Infantry Regiment 18 and he ended
his career as the military commander of Brig [Waffenplatzkommandant].
During the General Strike of 1918 he and his soldiers were in the city of
Biel. [Biel had many watch factories and thus a large population of factory
workers.]
In civil life, too, Leopold gained much merit: He was commander of the
fire brigade, co-founder of the District Health Insurance of Siders; for long
years he was the president of the church choir, together with Dr. Otto
Gentinetta he was the co-founder of the Upper Valais Association
[Oberwalliser Verein], and together with Pastor Pont he founded two
commercial schools for boys and for girls. He was a member of the jury for
several exhibits, including the National Exhibit [Landesausstellung] in Bern
in the year of 1914. For many years he was also a member of the board of
directors for the Cantonal Bank of the Valais [Walliser Kantonalbank] .
In 1921 he was elected municipal councilor in Siders, he was Vice
President from 1929 until 1936, and died on January 30, 1936.
His name is listed in the Historical Lexicon of Switzerland [Historisches
Lexikon].
After his death, one of his four sons, Henri, took over his wine business ;
he was also alternate judge in the municipality of Siders from 1936 to 1956,
and judge from 1957 to 1968.
His sons Paul and Leon became monks and priests of the [Augustinian]
Abbey of Saint-Maurice , Paul in 1932, Leon in 1936. Paul taught for four
years at the Collegium of Saint-Maurice , 28 years in Porrentruy [in the Jura,
now part of Canton of Jura]; after this he was a pastor until his death in
1978. Leon taught for ten years in Saint-Maurice, then was procurator of the
Abbey from 1946 to 1964; then pastor in Salvan from 1964 to 1978; and
subsequently he helped out in the parish of St-Severin (Conthey). Karl, who
worked as a medical doctor in Aarau, Geneva and Saint-Maurice, died at the
age of 59 on September 15, 1967; like his brother Paul he was buried in the
cemetery of Saint-Maurice.

Homage [apparently to Leopold Imesch]
" ... your father was a brilliant tactician, an exemplary military leader,
[demanding] Spartan rigor [from others] as well as from himself, loved by
everyone, highly esteemed, a personality of exemplary modesty. When
difficult decisions had to be made, he did not leave the responsibility to his
subordinates alone, but rather took his part with great courage. With this
strong man at the helm of his regiment each soldier would have given his
life for his country ...
In old friendship,
Charles-Albert Perrig"
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Marie Imesch (1882 - 1965)
Of the 12 children of Amadeus and Luise Imesch, Katharina was the
oldest and Marie the youngest; they were 24 years apart.
Marie was also a teacher , the fourth in the family who practiced this
profession, first in Steinhaus in the municipality of Emen. Later she joined
Uncle Dionys in Sitten as his house keeper. She was asked to be a
godmother over twenty times.
At the time of her brothers' priestly ordination she was only 8 years old.
With another acquaintance she was the only one who was still alive when,
after 50 years, they celebrated their Jubilee in the Chapel of Hohenfliihen.
She died a saintly death after a long stomach ailment on January 6, 1965,
and was buried in the cemetery of her home municipality of Morel.
Johann (Hans) Imesch (1916 -1996)
Hans , a son of Franz Imesch, who was born in 1916, had several
municipal offices: he was municipal councilor of Filet from 1936 to 1948
and Council president. After he had moved to Morel he was municipal
councilor there from 1960 to 1972 and also Vice President. For two terms he
also was an alternate member of the Grossrat [Cantonal legislature] for the
District of East-Raron.
Translated by Marianne Burkhard OSB
Editor 's Note:
The above article is a composite. The introduction was written by
Marianne Burkhard of Peoria, Illinois, former President of the Swiss
American Historical Society , based upon her interviews with Bishop Joseph
Imesch of Joliet, Illinois. Parts Two and Three represent Marianne
Burkhard's translations of letters and documents of the Imesch family given
to her by Bishop Joseph Imesch.
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